
 

 
Celebrities Previewed Jewelry From 
Susan Eisen at StyleLab's Styling Event 
During Emmy Awards Week 

 

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 18, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Celebrities 
and top Hollywood wardrobe stylists admired jewelry from 
the Susan Eisen Couture and Vintage Collections at the 
StyleLab Styling Event, which took place during the 
Primetime Emmy Awards week. 

 
 
Susan Eisen creates one-of-a-kind jewelry works of art in 
colored golds & exotic gemstones inspired by geometric 



shapes and natural forms found in the Southwest. The 
rhythmic movements of her earrings and abstract forms 
of her bracelets create bold excitement for the wearer. 

Emmy nominees from television shows including "Black-
ish," "Transparent," "American Horror Story," "UnREAL," 
"The People v. OJ Simpson: An American Crime Story," 
"Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt," "Roots," "Project 
Runway," "Better Call Saul," "Fargo," "Catastrophe," 
"Downton Abbey," "All the Way," "Veep," "American 
Crime," "Silicon Valley," and "The Americans," landed a 
coveted appointment at the StyleLab Styling Event to 
borrow jewelry from Susan Eisen for the Primetime 
Emmy Awards and related parties. 

Here's a look at some of the pieces favored by stars: 

Alexandra Billings (from the nominated show 
"Transparent") looked stunning in a bracelet featuring 
over 10-carats of round white and black diamonds, set in 
18k white gold and priced at $52,600. This spectacular 
bauble was reinterpreted from a vintage tennis bracelet. 
The addition of black and white diamonds gives this 
timeless look an edgy twist. 

Suzanne Cryer (from the nominated show "Silicon 
Valley") gravitated towards pair of Art Deco clip earrings 
consisting of over 6-carats of white diamonds, set in 
platinum and priced at $75,000. 



Angela Zhou ("Hell on Wheels") opted to accessorize 
with a pair of 5-carat round diamond dangle ear climbers 
from the Couture Collection, set in 18k white gold and 
price at $48,000.  

Adina Porter ("American Horror Story") admired a 
contemporary pair of dangling earrings priced at $55,100. 
This elegant design features 8-carats of round and 
marquise shaped diamonds artfully coupled with rough 
cut and hand polished pink tourmaline gemstones, set in 
14k recycled white gold. 

Romina Laino ("Switched at Birth") was enamored by a 
pair of Art Deco earrings that were modernized with a 
dramatic drop of chrysoprase. These statement earrings 
also feature over 5-carats of emeralds and diamonds, set 
in 14k recycled white gold and priced at $34,500. 

Style expert Michael O'Connor who worked with the 
celebrities to coordinate their red carpet looks says, 
"Susan Eisen's unique style is not only evident in her 
Couture Collection but also in the designs that she crafts 
using vintage jewelry elements and then modernizing 
them a truly special way." 

Watch the red carpet to find out who's wearing fabulous 
baubles from Susan Eisen to the Primetime Emmy 
Awards and parties. 

For more information, visit: 



https://www.susaneisen.com  

Facebook: Susan Eisen Fine Jewelry & Watches 
Twitter: SusanEisen 
Instagram: Susan_Eisen_Jewelry 

SOURCE StyleLab 

Related Links 
https://www.susaneisen.com 
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